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ST  GEORGE’S CHAPEL, WINDSOR, INTI-IE LATE  MIDDLE  AGES.
Edited by Colin Richmond and Eileen Scarff.  2001.  Obtainable  from St
Georges Chapel  Bookshop Ltd., 8b The  Cloisters, Windsor  Castle, Berkshire
SL4 lNJ. £45  (hbk), £12.99  (pbk).

ISBN 0—9539676—0—3 (hbk); ISBN 0—9539676—1—1 (pbk).

This  collection of  essays, originally presented  as  conference papers  at St
George’s, Windsor has now  made  a  welcome  appearance  in print as  volume  17
in the series of  Historical Monographs  relating to St  George’s  Chapel, Windsor
Castle. The contributions  cover a  considerable range but fall broadly into two
groups:  those  dealing directly with the  College, its buildings and ecclesiastical
personnel on the one  hand  and  individuals  or  themes  linked to it, particularly
through  its role as the home of the  Order  of the Garter, on the  other.

The Chapel itself, magnificently rebuilt in the fifteenth  century,  was
intended  to provide  a  focus for the  highest  ideals of  kingship,  chivalry and even
sanctity, expressed through  the  most  splendid  architecture  and worship. But
the reality as the contributors demonstrate, constantly fell short of these  aspi-
rations  for a variety of reasons. Under Edward IV, it was set fair to  become  the

mausoleum of the Yorkist dynasty, but Richard III’s death at Bosworth
abruptly ended this nascent function. While the body of  Henry VI had been
moved to Windsor from Chertsey by Richard  III, the failure to  complete
Henry’s canonisation under the Tudor dynasty meant  that even this  ‘asset’
failed to  produce  the hoped-for dividend. Windsor’s  hopes  of becoming a
centre for pilgrimage were not materially advanced by the  translation  of the
remains of  Blessed  John  Schom, sometime  rector of North Marston, Bucking-
hamshire, to St  George’s Chapel, as his  cult  never extended beyond the locality
and he  too, failed to gain full canonisation. The decision of Henry VII to  seek
burial at Westminster Abbey rather  than  Windsor also undermined any hopes
that  it might  become  the main  centre  for the dynastic pride of the  Tudors.

The re-endowment of St  George’s  by Edward IV in the  14705  and the re-
building of the Chapel which he  instigated brought  the building and the worship
performed  there  to a  peak  of excellence. The splendour which resulted in  terms
of the perpendicular vaulting and Edward  IV’s  chantry chapel is fully considered
by Tim Tatton—Brown, while  the reconstruction of the musical  establishment
which placed its choir  amongst  the  finest  in the country is helpfully unfolded by
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Roger Bowers. Yet the  most  distinctive  feature  of St  George’s among the ebb
and flow of  other  initiatives remained its role as the  home  of the  Order  of the
Garter. While  Anne Sutton  and Livia  Visser-Fuchs  provide an analysis of the
theory and practice of chivalry by the  Yorkist  kings and how this was concretely
expressed  in the context of the premier English order of knighthood, Diana
Dunn shows how it  served  as a barometer of increasing political disintegration
in the  final  years of the  Lancastrian regime  and how the part played by Margaret
of  Anjou  in this wider failure was mirrored in Garter affairs.

For this reviewer  however, it is the concept of the Garter not only as an
order of chivalry but also as the Fraternity of St  George  which deserves further
exploration.  In common with other fraternities it had  a  linked ecclesiastical
establishment offering up constant intercession on its  members’ behalf, it pro-
vided charitable  support  for certain ‘poor  knights’ (although  the  number
originally planned  was never realised) and there was a place for women  too, in
the form of the Ladies of the Garter, who were allowed to be  present  at wor-
ship on St George’s Day (albeit without allotted stalls) and  enjoyed  a kind of
‘associate membership’ even if they had no part to play in the military func-
tions or governance of the Order. It would be interesting to see whether there
are any parallels in  other orders  of chivalry, or whether, as one  suspects, these
fratemity-type features were in fact rather distinctive.

Altogether, this  volume  opens up a number of areas for  further research.  In
particular, it  ought  to prompt  more  work on other churches and chapels associ-
ated with  castles  or fortresses and their supporting personnel, a  labour which has
already begun on the musical front. Interestingly, for  example, the ecclesiastical
establishment  at the Tower of  London  never received major investment in this
period. Edward IV had intended to establish  a  full college of  priests  in the
Tower, issuing letters patent to that effect in Febmary 1483 which might have
opened the way to significant  development there, but his death ended the
scheme. Instead, the personnel continued to consist only of the  rector  of St  Peter
ad  Vincula  and a series of chantry chaplains whose  names  are not recorded.

There  is  much  else to  savour  in the collection including contributions  on
Sir John Fastolf KG, manuscripts and memorials of Edward  IV’s  court circle
and medieval  court physicians, as well as a study of the College’s finances. Its
geographical range extends to  stained  glass  featuring the College’s patron, St
George, installed  by a Garter King of Arms at Stamford. The colour and black
and white illustrations are, in the  main, of impeccable quality. One  must  also
applaud the decision to produce  a  paperback as well as a hardback  edition  so
that  these essays will reach a wide audience and not simply grace library shelves.

N.W.  JAMES
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WAR AND  SOCIETY  1N  MEDIEVAL  AND  EARLY MODERN BRITAIN.
Edited by Diana Dunn.  2000.  Liverpool University Press. £32  (hbk), £14.95
(pbk). ISBN 0—85323—875—8 (hbk);  ISBN 0-85323—885—5 (pbk).

Thisvolume  contains nine essays based on papers delivered to  a colloquium  on
the  theme  of war and society held at  Chester  College in April  1999.  The inter-
esting dimension  of the colloquium, and  hence  the  volume  of proceedings, was
to  compare three  periods of civil war within Britain  —  the conflict of King
Stephen and Matilda in the twelfth century, the mid-fifteenth century Wars of
the  Roses, and the  British Civil  War of the  1640s.  The social context of warfare

is the  common theme  of the papers in the  book, but  there  is also a strong focus
on the wider  European  influence on what  might  seem at  first  glance to have
been purely domestic  conflicts.  Medieval themes are also prominent, with all
but two papers investigating pre-sixteenth  century topics. Apart from  Diana
Dunn’s  introductory survey, the first two  papers, by Christopher Allmand and
Philip Morgan investigate  respectively longer-term developments  in how war
was  reported  in chronicle sources from the twelfth century onwards and why
battles received the names by which they are now known. Morgan’s investiga-
tion  highlights  the  problems  of translating the events of  a  battle  into permanent
memory through  a lasting name. Some  conflicts were not  seen  as sufficiently
historically significant to have received names; others  change  status  or identity
in the years immediately following, while many become known only by official
or repeated  usage  of a particular name. Others fade from memory despite being
major conflicts. The  historiography of  Bosworth, for  example, is laden with at
least four alternative names  —  Redmore, Sandeforde, Dadlyngton or Miravale
—  and  this  only adds to the confusion of the physical  site  of the conflict, a diffi-
culty which still affects  other  famous battlefields.

For readers of The  Ricardian, the chapters of Hugh Collins and  Diana
Dunn  may be the  most  interesting, since they deal with specific fifteenth
century themes  of  honour  and chivalry at the close of the Hundred Years War,
and the role of Queen Margaret of Anjou as a military leader.

In  some respects, Collins’s  paper challenges themes established by Allmand
—  that the implied function of the pitched battle in medieval warfare changed
from an opportunity for individual chivalric action to the  final  stage in  a  care-
fully considered  strategic military process. Collins offers many important
points on the longevity of the type of chivalric activity more usually associated
with  earlier phases  of the Hundred Years War. Furthermore, he  suggests  that
the Lancastrian campaigns in France, at least in the  1420s  and 14305, were still
underpinned  by a code of  conduct  and honour that was linked to the martial
values of the Order of the Garter. The basis of Collins’s discussion is the
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English  rout  at the  battle  of Patay in  1429, where  Sir John  Talbot  was  taken
prisoner and Sir John Fastolf fled the field, escaping capture. Talbot was

imprisoned  until 1433  and bore  Fastolf a lasting grudge that  involved accusa-
tions  of cowardice and unknightly behaviour  that were  pursued into  the  14405.

Collins places Talbot’s pursuit of  Fastolf  within a  context  of personal

betrayal, tactical conflict and  broader  disillusionment.  There  is also  a  useful

attempt  to parallel  Talbot’s stubborn  refusal to abandon Normandy and

Fastolf’s permanent  retreat  back to England in  1439  with the old (chivalric)

and new (strategic) forces shaping warfare in the mid-fifteenth century.

Collins’s paper gets to the  heart  of the chivalric martial  ideology that  was a

major part  of the motivation of  Fastolf, Talbot and  their  fellow leaders, and by

drawing this out, helps  us to focus more closely upon  the tragic consequences

of the loss of  England’s French  possessions.
Diana  Dunn’s chapter  on  Margaret  of Anjou  sets out to  assess  the  queen’s

role in  preparing for war; whether she was in any sense  a direct  leader  of
troops; and how her  role  as  a Lancastrian figurehead  affected subsequent
judgements  of her actions as  queen.  Dunn argues  that  Margaret departed sig-

nificantly from the accepted female and queenly roles  of support and  interces-
sion, because  her  husband  was inherently weak.  This  allowed critics of the

queen  to  accuse  her of acquisitiveness, greed and abnormal interference in the

male  world of politics and statecraft.  A  central  question  of  Dunn’s  work is

whether, after 1456, Margaret  took  advantage of uncertainty over Henry VI’s

abilities to establish a powerful faction based around  servants  of Edward,

Prince of Wales. More interesting is the  related  proposal that Margaret used

her dower lands within the  midland  estates  of the duchy of  Lancaster  as  a
source  for  recruiting her own army.  Dunn  is almost convinced  that  this was the

case, but the argument is not developed sufficiently to answers that specific

point  simply because the evidence has not survived.
Southern  bias in the chronicles following the battles of  Northampton  and

Wakefield in  1460—61 and the  terror  that  southern citizens  felt at the  approach-
ing northern  army has, argues  Dunn, played a  major  part in  clouding
Margaret’s  reputation. Dunn  also notes an interesting aspect  of Margaret’s

position  as Lancastrian leader, in  that  it was a group of ladies, including the

dowager duchcsses of  Buckingham  and Bedford, who were sent to negotiate on

behalf of  London  following the  queen’s  victory at the second  battle  of St

Albans, suggesting that the  male  authorities within London gave  Margaret
little credit  as  a  military commander.  Dunn  does not develop the  almost  des-
perately pragmatic aspect  of  Margaret’s  character, displayed  by her acceptance

of Warwick’s blood into the royal family with the marriage of Anne Neville to

Edward Prince of Wales in July 1470.  That  she was willing to  tolerate
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Warwick’s  help to bring about  Henry VI’s restoration, suggests  that  she was

driven by a  tremendous sense  of dynasty, and in  that, she was indeed fulfilling
the traditional role of the  queen  as supporter of, and  intercessor  for, her

husband and the House of Lancaster. Henry VI’s  isolation from power at  this
time  only shows Margaret’s political activity in sharper relief, and  Dunn’s
short  piece does give a  strong impression  of the central role played by the

queen, although the  fascinating relationship between the  queen  and her son

Edward, Prince  of Wales is not  explored. Dunn rightly points out  that  the

sources  that  would highlight Margaret’s  involvement  in  this  and  many other
aspects  of the  collapse  of Lancastrian authority between  1455—61  and  1470—71
were lost as normal  government  broke down. This has prevented  a  balanced

view of the  queen, so we are left to unpick evidence provided by other  authors.
Dunn’s  paper  is really an introduction to  many of the problems  encountered  in

studying Margaret’s  career, and can  only scratch the  surface  of a character and

topic  that  requires  further  investigation.
Other  papers in the book point to  common factors  in the civil conflicts

within  England  in differing periods: from  military intervention by foreign

troops in  Stephen’s reign, to  siege  warfare and the localised nature of fighting

in supposedly the national conflicts of the mid-seventeenth  century. Peter
Gaunt’s  essay on the localised social and  economic impact  of the small battle of

Montgomery in  September 1644  is particularly resonant of likely earlier  experi-
ences.  Despite the  focus  of  this  review on the  fifteenth  century papers, this book
generates  a thorough  picture of the varying costs and consequences of civil

war. While highlighting the  very real differences between the periods of con-

flict, there  are sufficient parallels to make this a  very rewarding read  for anyone

interested  in the  social  and cultural framework of  British  civil wars.

SEAN  CUNNINGHAM

PROPHECY  AND  PUBLIC AFFAIRS  IN  LATER MEDIEVAL ENGLAND.
Lesley A. Coote. 2000. York Medieval  Press  in association with The  Boydell
Press, Woodbridge. £50. ISBN 0—903153—03-4.

Philippe  de  Comines, the  fifteenth-century Burgundian  /  French historian, who

admired  the  English  but did not  like them, would be  pleased:  the English are

still as  mesmerized  by prophecy as he claimed  they were  in his day.  They have
even found  a  word in their own language which safely categorizes  it and  puts  it
firmly among the  subjects  that can be legitimately studied by present-day

scholars: ‘Prophecy is a  discourse’.  Many people know better than  I do what
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‘discourse’ means, but if it is, as  I  have been  informed, a  ‘jargon’, a language in
which a set of ideas can be discussed and understood by a limited group of
people, then prophecy, I would say, is not a discourse, for the  simple reason
that  nobody understands it, people only think  they do. It is the essence and
irresistible attraction of prophecy that it is unclear, and therefore open to
almost any interpretation.

Any study of  more  than one prophecy in more than one period leaves the
reader  stunned and  exhausted  by the confusion and complexity of the origin,
development and the multiple interpretations of each prophetic  text  by each
new generation.  This  was not the  ‘purpose’ of the prophets, for, in  fact, in an
age when history was not as well ‘organised’ as it is  today, prophecy was an
(unconscious) ordering device that connected the past, the present and the
future into one continuous  whole.  It emphasised comfortably that events were
happening according to plan; it proved  God’s  control over the life of mankind:
any event of importance had  been  predicted and was clearly inevitable. This
confirmation of divine intervention not only lent  extra  weight to the  event, but
also to the text that predicted it.  This  was only true, however, for people in one
particular period, confronted by a  limited and surveyable number of events and
problems. When chaos can be avoided the interpretations of one or more
prophetic  texts  in the light of a particular political  context  can be revealing and
are certainly fascinating.

The  present  study covers a very long period  and many texts, dealing with
virtually all known ‘political’ prophecies — few were not at one time or  another
put to political use  —  in England from  circa  1135 to 1485. It  does  not  make
easy reading when one tries to  peruse  it as  a  whole, but it is  a  very brave
attempt  to survey in one book all these prophecies and their contents, their
first or main use and its historical background, as well as many instances  of

re-interpretation in yet another political context. It is probably best  used as a
kind of  reference  book for each individual period, though  it is likely that
experts  on  a  particular period will quarrel with many of the  statements  and
interpretations.  There  are, inevitably, numerous expressions of the author’s
uncertainty, for  example, ‘likely that  represents’, ‘  it is very difficult to
interpret’, ‘may reflect’, ‘appears to be’, ‘the  writer may have in mind’, on  just
one page.

Some  of the  texts  were of  ‘national’ origin, such as Merlin’s famous  prophe-
cies, others were created on the continent, such as Joachim of Fiorc’s  even

more renowned vaticinations, many had an international reputation that

survived for centuries. There were short ones and long ones, some  were strung
together, some  had  special  commentaries written on  them, which  could  become

prophecies in their own right. Their popularity among the literate was  amazing
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and the contexts in which they survive in many manuscript collections  suggest
how seriously they were taken and it is one of the  merits  of the present study
that it discusses many of the manuscripts and their owners. At the end of the
book there is also a separate  ‘Handlist  of  Manuscripts’,  which briefly  describes
each manuscript  and lists the prophetic texts it contains.

The section on Edward IV — to  whom  prophetic  texts  were in every sense
‘God-sent’ — and Richard III is relatively short and I  hope  I may be  excused
for expressing amazement at the fact that no reference at all is  made  to  Anne
Sutton’s  and my extensive work on prophecy in general and its use by the
house of York in particular, including Richard’s ownership of the ‘Prophecy
of the  Eagle’ which we discovered more than ten years ago and of which we
published  the full  text  in translation.

LIVIA VISSER-FUCHS

THE  ORDER  OF THE  GARTER, 1348—1461: CI-IIVALRY  AND  POLITICS
IN  LATE MEDIEVAL ENGLAND. Hugh  E.L. Collins.  2000.  Oxford
University Press. £50. ISBN 0—19-820817-0.

The last decade and  a  half have seen a remarkable resurgence of interest in the
history of the English Crown’s first order of chivalry, the Most Noble Order of
the Garter, in  both  the medieval and modern periods.  Hugh  Collins’s study of
the first century of the Garter represents the  first  major  monograph  devoted
solely to the Order’s medieval history published  in English in over a century
and a half.

In  contrast  with many other authors, Collins does not restrict himself to  a
descriptive account of the succession of the  knights companion  and the cere-
monial life of the Order. Instead, he endeavours to  embed these  themes in a dis-
cussion of English royal policy, both domestic and foreign, in the fourteenth
and  fifteenth  centuries. An introductory chapter seeks to draw  together recent
scholarship devoted to the Order’s foundation, but  goes  further in providing an
overview of the Garter fraternity’s corporate life, its feasts and other gather-
ings. The approach of subsequent chapters is essentially prosopographical.
This  is true not only of the chapter expressly devoted to the knights com-
panion, but  also those  dealing with the  Order’s  role in fourteenth and  fifteenth
century politics, and in diplomatic relations. The special role of the sovereign in
a knightly order of heavily restricted membership is recognised and discussed
in a separate chapter. Perhaps most intriguing is the intention of the closing
chapter which seeks to set the Order  into a  contemporary context, analysing
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the images which the  Order’s  sovereigns sought to project to their  subjects, as
well as a wider outside world, and the impact of such attempts as  reflected  in
art and literature.

The  author’s  use of the available secondary literature in the field is  com-
prehensive: the  seventeenth  and eighteenth  century writings  of  Elias Ashmole
and John Anstis are drawn  upon, as are  more  recent  studies  by authors such
as Juliet  Vale, and  D’Arcy Boulton. Much  interesting material is derived from

John  Milner’s unpublished 1972  MA dissertation, as well as from  Diethard
Schneider’s  thesis on the  history of the Order up to  1702, hitherto  only acces-
sible to  scholars fluent  in  German.

Unfortunately, Collins’s  handling of the primary sources  is less sure-footed.
Where  original material is  quoted, errors are frequent. To cite  some  characteris-
tic  examples, from the enrolled accounts of the  keeper  of the royal wardrobe
(E361/5) Collins  misquotes  divis.  comitibus  for  divers[ is ] comitibus  (p.  191), an
account  of  1381—82 (E101/400/  12, m. 2) reads pro  aliis  militfibus] de  societate
gart] er  jiorum  rather  than per  aliis  milit.  de  societate  gart.  (p.  191), and even tran-
scribing from a  printed edition  of Sir Gawain and the  Green  Knight (p.  256) he
manages  to produce two errors in a  single  line (wastz for  watz, foorred for
forred). While  such errors  are technically minor and should not detract from the
main  argument, they nevertheless call into  question  the  author’s competence  in
handling his sources, and  thus throw doubt  on some of his conclusions.

These problems  are compounded by a  somewhat  slipshod  approach to
proof editing which  has left the footnotes  looking untidy (the first  typographi-
cal error  this  reviewer spotted occurs on p. 2), but at times has a  more serious
impact:  Collins’s  faulty quotation from Sir  Gawain  and the  Green  Knight  is
further  marred by the  unfortunate  typesetting of the  Anglo-Saxon  letter thorn
which has  resulted  in big gaps  before  the letter, thus splitting up words, at  best
an inconvenience to the reader which could surely have  been  avoided, and at
worst likely to generate confusion and  incomprehension.

Although  the  author’s relationship with his manuscript sources is not a
happy one  (problems  with his use of the various surviving MS registers of the
Order have been discussed  by Dr. Lisa Jefferson in The  English Historical
Review, vol. 115  (2000), pp.  1279-80), he is  —  if anything — guilty of under-
using them. Often, Collins  appears to  prefer  to  rely on printed  authorities,
rather  than checking the material they cite. Would it  not, for instance, have
been  possible for this new study to identify and cite  some  of the wealth of ma-
terial  printed in  Anstis’s eighteenth  century edition of the  Black Book  of the
Order, much of which is fairly easily accessible in the Public Record Office? Is it
really necessary to  quote  the  PRO’s  collection of Ancient  Correspondence
(SCI) from  Milner’s thesis  (p. 133)? The references provided for the prosopo-
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graphical data central to the  book’s  argument are at  best  incomplete, both in
the main  text  and in the appendices. Particularly striking is the author’s  heavy
reliance on the old DNB and the  biographical  information  contained  in Beltz’s
160-year-old  Memorials  of the  Garter:  surely it  would  have  been  desirable to
check and  seek  to improve on these secondary sources. Would not the provi-
sion of  a  footnote  reference  for  ‘Thomas, lord  Bonville’ (p. 69) have prevented
a  glaring error from escaping notice?

Where manuscripts are cited, the  reference  given is often vague. For in-
stance, PRO, E361/5, a roll of enrolled  household  accounts, is a  large  docu-

ment  consisting of  some  twenty-seven rotulets of several  membranes  each.
While as an illustration of a  general  point about  accounting practice  reference
to  a  series of rolls may be  thought  adequate, would it not  have  been desirable
to provide  more precise  details in support of the  quotations  given from  indi-
vidual  documents (p.  191)?

Overall, it is  hard  not to feel that an  opportunity has been missed.  Many of
Collins’s  ideas  are interesting and worth following up; all the  more  infuriating
are the manifest shortcoming of the scholarly apparatus he provides in their
support. While it is to be  hoped that  the book may encourage  others  to  enquire
further, the road  ahead  of  such enquirers  is likely to be a  stony one, as the
questions  raised by the  book’s  use of original  source material  will  force future
students of the Order to  return  to the  author’s  sources with rather more
regularity than might  have  been desirable.

HANNES  KLEIN'EKE

THE  KING, THE  CROWN, AND THE  DUCHY  0F  LANCASTER:
PUBLIC AUTHORITY  AND  PRIVATE POWER, 1399—1461. Helen Castor.
2000.  Oxford University Press. £50. ISBN 0-19—820622—4.

The constitutional  position  of the  duchy of Lancaster presented the  Lan-
castrian  kings  with difficult theoretical and practical  problems.  How was the
king to reconcile his private  lordship as  duke  of Lancaster and his responsibil-
ity to his duchy tenants and servants with his position as monarch and his  com-
mitment  to be the  ultimate  authority to  whom other  lords, and theoretically
himself  as  duke  of  Lancaster, could  submit  themselves? It is  this  dilemma that
provides the central theme of  Helen Castor’s study of the  operation  of lord-
ship in the duchy of Lancaster during the reigns of the  three  Lancastrian kings.

Castor examines  the problem with  reference  to two  regions  in which the
resources  of the  duchy estates  dominated local governmental  and power
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structures, East Anglia and the North Midlands. In the  North  Midlands,
Castor argues, the influence of the  duchy was all  pervasive;  indeed, it was the

combination  of duchy officials and royal patronage that gives the illusion of
powerful  gentry communities in counties such as Nottinghamshire and
Derbyshire. In the North Midlands the  problems  of reconciling the  king’s  pub-
lic  authority and private lordship were  apparent from the death of the earl of
Stafford at Shrewsbury in 1403. Henry IV’s attempt  to mle the  region through
the duchy affinity failed as it was not representative of  local political society as
a whole; a  dangerous  situation was only averted by the  accession  of Henry V
who abandoned his father’s partisan policies and made ‘Lancastrian lordship
in its private capacity increasingly redundant’ (p.  232) by involving political
society in an inclusive  royally led war-enterprise. It was  during the reign of
Henry VI, however, that the anomalous position of the duchy became  most
apparent. The  king’s  failure to offer active  lordship throughout his long reign
led to attempts to use alternative  means  to govern the region. From  1437  the
crown’s  public authority and the  king’s  private lordship were represented  by
Humphrey Stafford, duke  of  Buckingham. Unfortunately, Buckingham
proved unable to meet this demanding task. Ultimately, in the  crisis  of the late
1450s  Buckingham’s  inability to offer effective  lordship led to the  disintegra-
tion  of the Lancastrian affinity: the  North  Midlands gentry failed to turn out in
defence of the Lancastrian crown  between 1459  and  1461 ‘worn  down by the
strain  placed  upon  local  society by the vacuity of the king and the ineptitude of
the  duke  to whom regional  rule  had been delegated in his  stead’ (p. 305).

Whilst  many will find  Castor’s nuanced  account of the North Midlands  con-
vincing, her forceful  reinterpretation  of East Anglian politics in the first half of
the fifteenth century will doubtless prove more controversial.  Although  the
duchy’s  landed base  was weak in Norfolk under the first two Lancastrian kings,
and while local  magnate  power in the form of the De la  Poles  and the Mowbrays
was in abeyance, it still provided the basis for an inclusive ‘crown-Duchy con-
nection’ that  dominated local society under the effective leadership of Sir
Thomas  Erpingham and Thomas Beaufort, duke of Exeter.  Again,  however,
under Henry VI there developed problems arising from the  king’s  shortcomings.
In the  14305 leadership of the duchy affinity passed to William de la  Pole, earl of
Suffolk who combined an existing local  authority with power  that  derived from
his influence with the king. Nevertheless, Suffolk was forced to adopt an  impos-
sible triple  role:  to represent the public authority of the crown, the private lord-
ship of the  duke  of Lancaster and his own power as  a  regional magnate. The
resulting turmoil  in  East  Anglia in the  14405  was the  result  not of Suffolk’s own
intrusion  of a court-cabal  into  local  society but from  opposition  to Suffolk’s
position  from the  duke  of Norfolk and the courtier  Thomas  Daniel.
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Castor’s account  of  East  Anglia in the  1440s  and 1450s rests on a reinter-
pretation of the evidence of the  Paston  letters. She  stresses  that the  Pastons
were  the exception rather than the norm in their experience of Suffolk’s rule.
Castor points  out  that  the Paston evidence dates mainly from the  late-14405; it

is therefore  dangerous  to  read  it back  into  a  general  denunciation of Suffolk’s
regime. Moreover, the  Pastons’ arch-rivals  Tuddenham  and Haydon were not

representatives of Suffolk’s court-based tyranny but  local  members of a broad-
based  Duchy affinity who  happened  to fall out with the Pastons.  Similarly, the

Fastolf correspondence is unusual and not illustrative of the generally malign
nature  of Suffolk’s lordship. The complaints  against  Suffolk are  here presented
as  a  part of a partisan campaign to challenge his lordship led by the  duke  of
Norfolk, which  was  made possible  and even probable by the failings of Henry
VI. Castor shows how the De la Pole/Duchy affinity survived  Suffolk’s death  in

1450 precisely because it was an inclusive  network  with its  roots  in local soci-

ety.  This  was why the duke of Norfolk  failed  to  assert  his regional  lordship in
the 1450s and was forced to resort to  violence.  The De la Pole  connection’s
dominance was only removed in  1461  with the accession of a dynamic king.

Dr.  Castor’s  book thus  presents  cohesive and challenging arguments but it
will not be received with universal acclaim. Her  conceptual  framework regard-
ing the nature of the  late  medieval  polity is firmly rooted  in the arguments of

Christine  Carpenter  and her students (of  whom Castor  is one). Her picture of

Suffolk as  a  local lord struggling manfully to militate the local problems caused
by the deficiencies of the  king’s  lordship parallels John  Watts’s  account  of De la
Pole’s role in central government in the  1440s. Castor’s  treatment of the  Paston
evidence will not convince all.  Nevertheless, Dr.  Castor  has provided an impor-
tant  account of one of the fundamental problems of Lancastrian kingshjp which

demands our attention and will generate much further research and  debate.

DAVID  GRUMMI'I'I‘
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Historical  Research, London.

David Grummitt  is a  research  fellow at the University of Oxford. He is the
editor  of The  English  Experience  in  France  c.1450—1588  which will  appear  in
the  summer  of  2002.

Norman James  is an Assistant  Keeper  at the Historical Manu'scripts  Commis-
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Contributions  are  welcomed  on any subject relevant  to the  aims  of the  Society.  These  may be

illustrated by photographs  (glossy prints  showing good  contrast) or by line  drawings. All

contributions, including letters, must  be  typewritten, with  double  spacing and  adequate mar-

gins, on one side of the  paper  only.  Permission must  be obtained for the use of copyright

material, but  this  is not usually necessary for short  quotes.  References  and  footnotes must
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and  subsequent references  to the  same  source.  They must take  the  form  of the following

examples:  R. Horrox and P.W.  Hammond, eds., British Library Manuscript  433, 4  vols,

Upminster  and London  1979—83, vol. 1, pp.  45—46.
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Leicestershire Archaeological  and  Historical  Society Transactions, vol. 51  (1975—6), p. 48.

Anyone interested  in  taking display advertisement  space  — full, half  or  quarter page

— or in placing an  insert should  contact the Editor. (Classified advertisements  should  be  sent
-to the Editor of the Bulletin).

Contributions for the  September  2002  issue of The  Ricardian  must  reach  Miss  Anne Sutton,

44 Guildhall  Street, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP33 lQF, by 30 June  2002.  Articles  should  be

sent  well in advance.  Further  advice on  presentation  may be  obtained from  the editor.

THE RICHARD III AND  YORKIST HISTORY  TRUST

RICHARD  III:  LOYALTY, LORDSI-IIP  AND LAW

Edited P.W.  Hammond

Papers  of the  Second  Richard III Society Symposium April 1984,
in  a  new  corrected  edition.

A. Crawford, The  Private Life  of John Howard; M.K. Jones, Richard  III and  Lady
Margaret Beaufort; K.  Dockray, Richard  III and the  Yorkshire Gentry; A.F.

Sutton, Richard  III and the  Concept  of the  'Gaod  Prince'; R.H.  Helmholz, The
Sons  of Edward  IV:  A  Canonical  Assessment  of the  Claim  that they were  Illegiti-
mate; P.W.  Hammond  and W.J.  White, A  Re-examination  of the  Evidence.  . . on

the  Bones  in  Westminster Abbey;  N.  Macdougall, Richard  III and  James III;
C.  Richmond, 1485  And All  That.

ISBN 1-900289—37—7

Available to  Members  for  £13.00  including p&p from the  Sales  Office,
Time  Travellers Limited, PO Box 7253, Tamworth, Staffordshire, B79  9BF.

Price  to  Non-Members £19.50, including p&p from
Paul  Watkins Publishing Ltd,

18 Adelaide  Street, Stamford, Lines.  PE9 ZEN.
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RICHARD  III,
CROWN  AND  PEflPLE

Edited James  Petre

A  collection of the  most  useful and interesting articles  that  appeared in The  Ricardian
from  1975  to 1981.  Many of  them  have been revised and  extended  in the light of
recent research. Subjects include an edition of the Chancery warrants  1483—5, the

administration of justice by Richard  III, North, South  and Richard III, the King’s
relations with Oxford, Gloucester  and Southwark, Richard’s illegitimate children, the

transmission of the news of the Tudor landing in  1485, the  pre-contract, John
Howard as  ‘murderer’ of the Princes, biographies of William Colyngboume, John

Harcourt, Sir Robert Percy, John  Kendale and many other contemporaries.

Illustrated  (15  plates, 2  in  colour).  462  pages

Special price  to  Members £16.50, including p&p, from
Time  Travellers Limited, PO Box 7253, Tamworth, Staffordshire B79 9BF

Tel. 01455-212272. E-mail: ricardiansales@postmaster.co.uk
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Century:  the  Subsidy Rolls  of  1440, 1483-84

Edited and introduced by J. L. Bolton

In  1483  at  least  six per  cent  of  London’s population were  alien immigrants.  They came  in
the main from north-west Europe and especially from Holland and  Brabant, to  live  and
work  in the  capital, some  for  a  few  years, others  for the  rest  of their lives.  Often  they
brought  their families, and  they created  in the  east  and  west  of the  city and over the bridge
in  Southwark, small  colonies where they worked, mainly as artisans in the clothing, leather-
working and other trades. This study, based mainly on the  three alien subsidy rolls  which
are calendared in the  book, those  for London in  1483, Middlesex in  1484  and Southwark
in  1440, looks  at their geographic origins, their  social  organisation and  economic  role
within  London, and  poses  the  question, how did Londoners regard this  substantial alien

minority. It  also  gives  short  biographies of the aliens and their English employers.
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